Preface
The contributions in this volume go back to a conference which took place in Münster from 13 to 15 Basis-Text) that was conducted by the editors of this volume within the frame of the Cluster of Excellence Religion and Politics in Münster. This Cluster not only funded the research project but also the conference, for which we are very grateful. Additionally, we thank all the contributors to the conference and to this volume for their commitment and for their patience.
We would also like to thank all who helped us in organizing the conference: Maria Arnhold, Moritz Gräper, Gunnar Schröder, and the Cluster of Excellence Religion and Politics.
In producing this volume, we were aided by a number of student assistants, by the already mentioned Moritz Gräper and Gunnar Schröder, and further by Paul Becker, and Florian Neitmann. Juliane Ta Van was heavily involved in the final editing of this book. We are grateful to all of them. In its original context within the Decalogue (Exod 20:13 and Deut 5:17), the prohibition of killing was most likely a prohibition of homicide. But, as we all know, many other texts in the same Bible relate killing humans. Moreover, killing others in war or the death penalty for capital crimes does not seem to be problematic in the biblical world. Sometimes God appears as the one for whom people should be killed or who wants or orders others to be killed. In a few instances, it is God him-/herself who appears as the one who kills. However, there are also other voices in the Bible, such as the statement that human beings have been created in the image of God (Gen 1:26-27; 9:6) making humans "god-like, " which implicitly prohibits killing them, and, of course, the general prohibition of killing in the Decalogue as already mentioned.
J. Cornelis de Vos
The central question of this volume is whether and how biblical and non-biblical killing prohibitions function as a norm in antiquity. The contributors stem from different research fields such as ancient law, Hebrew Bible/Old Testament, New Testament, ancient Judaism, ancient history, and the church fathers. The volume covers a time span from the ancient Near East up to the Christian patristic era with a look forwards to Martin Luther.
Matthias Köckert opens the volume with an examination of the prohibition "You shall not kill" in the two versions of the Decalogue. He discusses the meaning of the verb rāṣaḥ, compares it with other verbs used in the Hebrew Bible to designate killing, and discusses the object and extent of the prohibition of killing in the Decalogue.
Guido Pfeifer deals with the norm of killing prohibitions in ancient Near Eastern law corpora. The legal value of life seems to be important in these texts. However, a general statement about this value is lacking because ancient Near Eastern law texts are of a casuistic nature and deal with different kinds of homicide as facts.
The so-called capital punishment law within the Covenant Code (Exod 20:22-23:33) is the object of the contribution by Reinhard Achenbach. The author compares it with other capital punishment laws from the ancient Near East and concludes that the severity of the law in the Covenant Code is meant to foster the cohesion of Israel against the Neo-Assyrian hegemony.
Ed Noort describes how God kills or tries to kill as depicted in the Hebrew Bible. In most of the instances, God reacts to transgressions of humans. However, there are also narratives in which God attacks or kills people by himself, not as a reaction to transgressions. Noort takes as examples the stories of the bloodbridegroom (Exod 4:24-26), the battle of God and Jacob (Gen 32:25-30, 31), and of Job.
Johannes Schnocks examines texts-other than those related to YHWH-wars and the ban-in the Hebrew Bible in which God demands the killing of humans. Schnocks details that only Num 25:4 depicts God explicitly demanding the killing of people. In a second part, Schnocks deals with the theme of the death penalty. He scrutinizes Gen 9:6 and other texts about the death penalty in the Hebrew Bible.
According to Eibert Tigchelaar there is no direct concern with the prohibition of killing in the Dead Sea Scrolls. Instead, they depict specific circumstances of homicide and the death penalty for specific offences in halakic discussion. Tigchelaar discusses these texts and the question of whether the death penalty, demanded in, among others, the Book of Jubilees and the Temple Scroll, was really executed.
J. Cornelis de Vos describes how Philo of Alexandria deals with the prohibition of killing. He examines the verbs for "killing" used by Philo and Philo's evaluation of different kinds of homicide. For Philo of Alexandria every homicide is fratricide because all human beings are brothers and sisters with one father, God, the creator of humankind; and because all humans are created in the image of God. Nevertheless, for Philo there are also legitimized or even laudable forms of homicide.
In her contribution on murder and the murder prohibition in the works of Flavius Josephus, Silvia Castelli demonstrates that Josephus defends an absolute abstention from murder. His aim is to show his Roman audience that the Israelite people and its constitution are of the highest moral standard.
Johannes Hahn gives many examples of a delight in killing in imperial Rome. Defiance of death is an important virtue to the Romans. Killing others shows the superiority of the Roman Empire. This inherent virtue becomes realized as a spectacle in the arena and visualized in, among others, public monuments and private mosaics. A prohibition of killing would have yielded both fervent denial and a lack of understanding among the Romans.
Sebastian Fuhrmann offers an overview of the reception of the so-called word of the sword, "For all who take the sword will perish by the sword" (Matt 26:52), from the earliest church fathers up to Martin Luther. The question whether the use of the sword, of physical power, is allowed for Christians and the Church is Hermut Löhr describes how the depiction of Paul's suffering during life up to his death developed as testimony and authentication of his ministry in early Christian writings (New Testament; 1 Clement; Polycarp, To the Philippians; Epistle of the Apostles; Acts of Paul). The grounds for depicting Paul's death as a model death for Christians are the occurrence of the motif "imitation of Christ" in Paul (Philippians, Galatians) and the later connection of Paul's death with eschatological expectation. We thus witness the emergence of important features of the notion of martyrdom in early Christian texts.
In the last contribution of this volume, Anders-Christian Jacobsen examines the prohibition of killing in the ethics of the church fathers. He focusses on Irenaeus, Tertullian, and Origen, and concludes that the killing of human beings was strictly prohibited by all Christian theologians before the Constantine revolution. This, however, changes as soon as the Church becomes a powerful institution in society. 
